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Let X be a topological space and C(X, k), k = IR, C, IK, be the ring of continuous k-valued func- 
tions on X. We give algebraic conditions for a subring of C(X,k) to have, up to isomorphism, 
the same quadratic or A-hermitian forms. 
Introduction 
For a topological space X let C(X, k), with k = IR, C, IK (IK the field of the quater- 
nions), be the ring of continuous k-valued functions on X, and P( ) the monoid of 
isomorphism classes of finitely generated projective ( )-modules where ( ) is any 
ring with unit. 
In [3,7,8] some conditions are given for a subring R of C(X,k) to have 
P(R) = P(C(X, k)) and Swan links this problem with Hilbert’s 17th problem. Here 
we show that these conditions link the I-hermitian K, of R with that of C(X,k); 
and thus with their Witt rings. 
In [6] Evans proved that if A and B are two rings and i : A --t B a morphism, then 
the canonical application from P(A) to P(B) defined by P - P@,B is injective if 
the following conditions hold: 
Evans’s conditions. Let A and B be two rings with unit and i : A -+ B a ring homo- 
morphism with i( 1) = 1. 
(i) B is a topological ring, B*, the group of units of B, is open in B, and 
U ,“‘z.-’ is continuous on B*. 
(ii) i(A) is dense in B. 
(iii) If i(u) is sufficiently near 1 in B, then aeA *. 
For the surjectivity Swan gives the extra condition (SBI,) for all n: 
Swan’s condition (SBI,). If U is a neighborhood of 0 in A, then there exists a 
neighborhood V of 0 in A with the following property: 
If z E M,(A), the ring of IZ x n-matrices over A, has all entries in V, then there is 
some x E M,(A) with all entries in U such that x2 -x = z. 
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In [3] the extra condition (SBI,) for all n is substituted by: For all finitely gener- 
ated projective B-modules Q there exist ideals (~;)i= I,,,,,n of A such that 
(a) n:=, Y&=0, 
(b) Q/biQ is a free B/b,-module, for all i= 1, . . ..Iz where bi=?I;B. 
From now on the notations and the definitions will be taken from [l]; we just re- 
call some of them: 
By a ring with involution we mean a unitary ring with an antiautomorphism 
a --+si of order I 2 and we define over M,(A) the involution ‘conjugate transpose’ 
by (a$) = (a;) and for a sesquilinear form h : NxM+A the sesquilinear form 
fi:MxN+A by @~~,n)=h(n,m). 
Let ,J be an element in the center of A such that AX= 1, and h : MX M+ A a ses- 
quilinear form. We say that h is a J.-hermitian form if h = A&. A couple (M, q) will 
be a A-hermitian A-module if M is a finitely generated projective A-module and q 
a non-singular A-hermitian form. We denote K;(A) the A-hermitian K, of A (i.e. 
modulo the metabolic modules (M, q) I (M, -4)) and W”(A) the induced Witt 
ring. 
Condition PA. Let A be a ring with involution satisfying (i) of Evans’s conditions 
and A an element in the center of A such that 1X = 1. Denote Ah = {a E A : a = Ii?}. 
We say that A satisfies the PA-condition if: 
For U a neighborhood of 0 in A and a an element of AA, there exists a neighbor- 
hood Vof 0 in A such that any equation of the form TaT+ T+ AT= cx has a solution 
in U if a~ V~AJ_. 
Condition (SBI,) is the P,-condition with the trivial involution when 3 EA. 
Examples. Any ring A with 2 invertible and the Evans’s conditions satisfies P-i. 
Let X be a topological space and C(X, k), k = lR or 6, the ring of continuous k-val- 
ued functions on X. Then 
(i) C(X, lR), with the trivial involution, satisfies Pi. Take the equation aT2 + 2T= a 
with a sufficiently near 0. The element 1 +a(~ is positive and 
is a solution of the given equation. 
(ii) C(X, C), with the canonical involution ‘conjugate’, satisfies Pi. For C(X, C), = 
C(X, li?) the proof is the same as before. 
Other examples are given later. 
1. Free modules 
For a ring B satisfying the PA-condition take M= (bj), i = 1, . . . , n, j = 1, . . . , n, a 
matrix with all entries in 
and E an element of B. 
Let a;, be the element 
(sj) by sj=~;+~;i,cj,~. 
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B such that M= Ai@, M-’ = (Cj) the inverse matrix of M, 
1 if i = j and 0 otherwise. We define the matrix E/:(E) = 
Lemma 1.1. The matrix M’ =E$(&)ME,t(e) = (bj’) is of the form: 
(i) Zf iO=jO, then b~~“~b/~+.~~e++?+e, and bj”=bjfor all (i,j)#(jO,jq). 
(ii) Zf iO#j,, then bjiO = bii + E, bibJO = bj,o + G, b,? = bj: + ece, and b,!’ = 6: 
otherwise. 
It is clear that M’ = Ah?’ and if E is sufficiently near 0, the matrix E’:(E) is inver- 
tible. Two matrices are equivalent if there exists an invertible matrix P such that 
M’ = PMP. 
Proposition 1.2. Let B be a ring with the PA-condition. All matrices M and M’ 
such that M= k@ and M’ = Ui$’ are sufficiently near, are equivalent. 
In other words the orbit under the action of GL(n, B) of a non-degenerated matrix 
M of M,(B) such that M=,IM is open. 
Proof. Let M=(bj), M-‘=(C$, M’=(aj) and &;=a:.--bj for i=l,...,n, 
j=l n. 9 **-, 
Since the matrices M and M’ are sufficiently near we show that there exists 
an invertible matrix P such that PMP= (dj) with di = a; for i = 1 or j = 1 and 
with D=(d,!), i=2 ,..., n, j=2 ,..., n, a matrix sufficiently near (a;), i= 2, . . . , n, 
j=2, . . . . n, satisfying D = ID. 
Take o; a solution near 0 of the equation XC,‘X+X+ AX=&!. Then the matrix 
P=E~(~~)E~(E~)...E~(E~) agrees with what we want. 
By induction, using the same process, the proposition is proved. 0 
By a subring we mean a subring stable by involution with the same 1. 
Proposition 1.3. Let B be a ring with the PA-condition and A a dense subring of 
B with il in the center of A, A,, dense in B,, , and A * = B * 0 A. Then any invertible 
matrix M with entries in B such that M=ki!Z is equivalent o an invertible matrix 
M’ with all entries in A. The matrix M’ can be chosen arbitrarily near M. 
We use the density of A in B to approximate the elements of M and Proposition 
1.2. 
Corollary 1.4. Let B be a ring with the PA-condition and A a dense subring of B 
with I E A and A * = B * f~ A. Zf A, with the induced topology, satisfies the P,-con- 
dition, then all invertible matrices M and M’ with entries in A such that M= ?&, 
M’ = AI@’ equivalent in M,(B) are equivalent in M,,(A). 
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Proof. There exists an invertible matrix P in M,,(B) such that M’=PMP. We take 
an invertible matrix N, sufficiently near 1, such that PN has all entries in A as in 
[3]. Then M” =NM’N= (PN)M(PN) is equivalent to M in M,(A); since M’ and 
M” are sufficiently near, they are equivalent in M,(A). Cl 
2. Projective modules 
For a ring R satisfying the PA-condition we look for the possibility of having a 
non-singular A-hermitian form on a finitely generated projective R-module. 
Lemma 2.1. Let R be a ring with + E R and q an element of W*(R). Then 2q is 
represented by a free module. 
Lemma 2.2. For every ,I-hermitian R-module (P, b) there exists a A-hermitian 
R-module (Q, g) such that PO Q is free. 
Proof. Let (P, g) be an element not in the class of q; b induces an isomorphism from 
P to P and (p, A@ is within the class of q. Take Q a finitely generated projective 
R-module such that PO Q = R” and h is the hyperbolic form on Q@ Q. Then 2q 
is represented by (P, B) I (P, ,I@ I (Q 0 Q, h). 
Since the form 26@h is non-singular over P@Q@Q, the lemma follows. q 
Lemma 2.3. Let A be a subring of a ring B, P a finitely generated projective 
A-module and b a non-singular ,I-hermitian form over P’= P@,B. Then there ex- 
ists a finitely generated projective A-module M such that PO M is free, and g is a 
non-singular ,I-hermitian form over M’ = M @A B. 
Proof. Let Q be such that PO Q = An, then 
(P’, 6) I (p’, /I@ I (Q’@ Q’, h) = (P’, b) I (P’, 26) I (((20 Q)‘, h) 
where h is the hyperbolic form and ( )’ means ( ) @$A B. Obviously M= P@ Q @ Q 
and g = A60 h agree. Cl 
Lemma 2.4. Let v, : A -+ B be a ring homomorphism with Evans’s conditions and 
b a I-hermitian form over a finitely generated projective A-module P such that 
6’ = b@ 1. Then b is non-singular. 
For the notations we refer to [l]. 
Proof. db(resp. bd)isinjective. Ifdb(y)=Owehave O=j,o(db(y)@l)=dbol(y@l), 
so y@ I= 0. To see that y = 0 we can take Q such that PO Q is free, and use a basis 
of it. 
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dh (resp. bd) is surjective. Let Im( ) be the image of ( ). Since 6’ is non-singular, 
dbOl is an isomorphism so (p/Imdb)OAB=O. By [8,Lemma2.4] we have 
P/Imdb==O. 0 
Proposition 2.5. Let B be a ring with the PA-condition and A a dense subring of 
B with I in the center of A, AA dense in BA, and A * = B* Cl A. Suppose that, with 
the induced topology, the PA-condition holds in A. Let P be a finitely generated 
projective A-module and f a non-singular i-hermitian form over P’=P@,B. 
Then there exists over P a non-singular /I-hermitian form b such that bQ 1 is arbi- 
trarily near f. 
Proof. Take (Q’, g) to be a A-hermitian module such that P@ Q = A”. Then f @ g 
is represented by an invertible A-hermitian matrix M which is equivalent to a 
A-hermitian matrix arbitrarily near M, with all entries in A. This matrix induces over 
P a A-hermitian form b such that 60 1 is arbitrarily near f. By [8, Lemma 1.31, 
b@ 1 is non-singular, and b is non-singular. 0 
3. The morphism K:(p) 
For B a ring with 3 E B, satisfying the PA-condition, and A a dense subring of B 
with A E A and A * = B * fl A, it is easy to see that the cokernel of the canonical map 
rl/ : W’I(A)- W’(B) is 2-torsion. If moreover the PA-condition holds in A, with the 
induced topology, then the kernel of ly is 2-torsion. 
In the case that K,(V), where v, : A -+B, is an isomorphism, we can be more 
precise for K;(q) and w (here we need not know that 5 E B). 
Definition 3.1. Two I-hermitian R-modules (P, f), (Q,g) are sufficiently near if 
P E~‘Q and if df (resp. f ‘) and dg (resp. gd) are sufficiently near ‘modulo p’, i.e. 
we compare f and go(vxy?). 
Lemma 3.2. Let R be a ring satisfying the PA-condition and (P, f) and (Q,g) two 
A-hermitian R-modules sufficiently near. Then their images in K;(R) are equal. 
Proof. Let (H, h) be a A-hermitian R-module such that P@H= I?” = Q OH. The 
matrices of (f @ h) and (g@ h) are equivalent. 0 
Proposition 3.3. Let B be a ring satisfying the P,-condition and A a subring of B 
with 1 in the center of A dense in BA. Suppose that the canonical injection 9 : A ---f B 
satisfies the Evans’s conditions and K,(9) : K,(A)+K,(B) is bijective. Then 
K:(9) : Kt(A)+Kt(B) and v/ : W’(A)-+ Wa(B) are both surjective. Moreover if 
the P,-condition holds in A with the induced topology, then K$(9) and w are bi- 
jective. 
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Proof. From Proposition 2.5 and Lemma 3.2 the surjectivity is immediate. 
Let (P,f) and (Qg) be two A-hermitian A-modules such that their images are 
equal in K;(B). There exists a A-hermitian B-module (H’, h’) such that (P, f)’ @ 
(H’,f’) = (Q,g)‘@ (H’,f’). Evidently we can choose H’ to be a free B-module of 
rank n and h’ to be induced by a non-singular ,%-hermitian A-form h. 
Take a A-hermitian A-module (R, r) such that PO R = Am, then Q@ R = Am and 
(P,f)'O(R,r)'O(A",h)'=(Q,g)'O(R,r)'O(A",h)'. 
By Corollary 1.4 we have (P, f) @ (R, r) @(A”, h) = (Q, g) @ (R, r) @ (A ‘, h). q 
Some examples for quadratic forms 
Let X be a subspace of Ii?“. 
Example 1. By [S] the conditions of Proposition 3.3 hold for A the ring of Nash 
functions, and B the ring of semi-algebraic continuous functions where X is com- 
pact or open semi-algebraic; in fact they hold for X a subvariety of Nash of R”. 
Example 2. If X is sufficiently generally embedded in Rn with the vertices in 
general position and linearly independent, then we can choose A to be the ring 
T’(X), or Y’(X), of [2] and B the ring C(X) (T’(X) is the ring generated by 
r’(X), the ring of the polynomial functions on X, and the elements fl, l/f where 
f E r’(X) and f is never nil on X). 
Appendix 
As for vector bundles over paracompact space we have: 
Proposition. Let A be a subring with Hausdorff maximal spectrum of C(X, F?). 
Then over any finitely generated projective A-module P there exists a non-singular 
A-hermitian A-form g (with the trivial involution). 
Proof. In the following we consider the case A= f 1. Let (Uj>i=i,...,n be an open 
covering of Spec A such that, over each Vi, the restriction of P is trivial. We can 
find an open subcovering (I’;)i= 1, .,,,, stable by generation, and elements (J);= l,.,,,n 
ofAsuchthat C:=, f;=l,fi>Ofori=l,..., n, and O(fi) C Vj. Obviously there ex- 
ists a non-singular A-hermitian form g; over P/V; for all i. We take g= CF=, Ag,. 
Note. We have a similar proposition for a subring of C(X, QJ with the involution 
‘conjugate’. For such a covering we can find functions (fi)i= I,,..,n with real values 
such that CJ;.= 1, J;. 2 0 and D(fi) c V (take ~~‘=fi~/f where f = Cf;f;). 
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Examples. As a subring with Hausdorff maximal spectrum of C(X, II?) we have the 
ring of semialgebraic functions, or the ring of piecewise rational functions. 
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